
Dear Lidl,  

We are Y5 pupils of Lydgate Junior School. We are writing to you to ask about 

your policy on non-recyclable single use plastics. We are learning about plastic 

and what effect it has on our environment so we are trying to become a Plastic Clever 

School. We believe that you are using too much single use plastic that isn’t being recycled by 

your customers. We feel very strongly about this. This is what plastic is doing to our ocean!   

https://news.sky.com/feature/sky-ocean-rescue-a-plastic-whale-

10917187#the-story-of-the-plastic-whale 

 Please watch this. 

 

Everyone knows that plastic pollutes our ocean and we only have 11 years to fix it so we 

need to act now! Just imagine you are an innocent fish and you swim up to a plastic bag 

(thinking its food) you swallow it and die. Why should sea life suffer from our actions? What 

did they do to deserve this? This is not fair! 

 

Surely it’s obvious that if we leave this situation alone our planet will get hotter. If we don’t 

do anything, Earth will get hotter and hotter and all the ice will melt in cold places leaving 

animals such as polar bears and penguins without a home. This will leave the water from the 

ice to go into the ocean causing it to flood our land. The reason for Global warming is the 

factories making single use plastic. So if supermarkets (like you) stop buying the plastic from 

these companies Global warming and plastic pollution will be a lot less of a problem. 

 

In conclusion we hope we have persuaded you to not use as much single use plastic. We 

hope that you will spread the word and help this situation. In the afternoon on Thursday 

23rd May we are going to march up Crosspool and back to raise awareness of this issue. We 

are doing our bit. What about you?  We demand a response! 

 

Yours Faithfully,  

Megan Velazquez- Pike and Poppy Ward.      
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